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The major topographic features include the gently rolling terrain created 
through the final glacial stages in northeast Ohio and the major river 
systems (Cuyahoga, Rocky, Chagrin) with;: the steep ravines. The major 
land use' "includes both ''parkland and rf£rmlan'd. Within tKe i'irane'diatte area ' 
of the distfi'ct;-l^rid 'ctse i'ncliides^b'bth agriculture arid 'graver 'removal 
operations; * ,-,,.,,

Until recently, the area surrounding the Terra Vista Prehistoric District 
has not had a major amount of investigation toward the locating of prehistoric 
sites. Through the efforts of this office and Dr. David S. Brose ( Case 
Western Reserve ^University) Many prehistoric occupation areas have been 
located. The sites contained within this district were located by Dr. 
Bgose during a survey for a proposal for the archaeological survey of the

A recent survey of these sites support

The Terra Vista

________________ The remaining portion 
>out fifty (50) meters wide and one hundred (iOO) meters 

long. The site has been partially destroyed by the Terra Vista Gravel 
Company during;- tine1 removal o'f gravels. The Terra Vista $l! site*lias produced' 
both ceramics and lithics dating from the Late Whittlesey period (A.D. 1450- 
1600). There are no distinguishable features of the Lat'e Whittlesey village 
above th,e general land surface. , All materials of this village are buried 
below the plow zone. Any further destruction to the site would occurs through 
continued plowing of the site area. However, it is not felt that further 
plowing will destroy anything that has not already been destroyed in the 
past. The land owner does not foresee plowing at a deeper depth than he has 
plowed for years. It is presently impossible to determine how the original 
village site appeared. No record was kept during the gravel operations in 
the area of the site. Although the remaining site area is under cultivation, 
there is a good potential that much of the village site material and 
information it could provide are buried below the ,,plow zone.

second site in this district (Terra Vista #2--33-Cu-18)is located

actual
site area is about one hundred and fifty (150) meters wide (E-W) and fifty 
(50) meters long (N-S). Originally the site was larger, but was partially 
destroyed by recent gravel operations of the Terra Vista Gravel Company.

see continuation sheet
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___^_______________________ fs-.that has only Recently' »^^t , ^ u,., ( 
recognized as containing much in the way of prehistoric occupation arenas .j, J . 
Dr. Brose's efforts in the 1970's has shown that the area is rich in 
the remains of prehistoric cultures.

The Terra Vista Prehistoric District is significant for it represents three 
cultural time periods for which there does not seem to be any other 
representives in the Cuyahoga River system. The Terra Vista #1 site 
(33-Cu-17) is the only fcnown representation af ;;the Late Whittlesey period.in 
this area. Farther investigation of this site may provide archaeologists 
with the data necessary to understand how prehistoric man in Ohio adapted 
themselves to the area just prior to the influence of European^ A study 
of historic Indian occupation sites,jwould. fthen prjqyide t;he dat^a necessary 
for interpreting the cultural changes that tobk place due to European 
contact.

The Terra Vista #2 site (33-Cu-18) is a multicomponent occupation area 
containing remains froni both a Late Archaic campsite ,and ,an Early JLate , .: . 
Woodland village. There are very few known Late Archaic sites in northeast 
Ohio, and only this-one for the Cuyahoga River valley. The Early Late  -...»  
Woodland village is one of only a few known villages of this period in 
the Cuyahoga River valleyi The proper investigation of this occupation 
area would provide a better understanding of the transition between the 
Archaic and Woodland periods. It would also provide the prehistorians 
with a better picture of the culture in existence during the first millennium 
A.D. : . .  '...  - : ' . . .--..   . .;-. ,

The prehistory of Ohio is contained in the remaining dccupation sites that 
have managed to avoid being completely destroyed by our industrial 
civilization. It is of upmost importance to protect those sites which can 
still provide a picture of the past cultures. The Terra Vista Prehistoric 
District represents a very finite and constantly decreasing resource and is 
being nominated to the National Register of Historic Places to help preserve 
a small portion of this resource^.Ohio's Prehistory.
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Collected from the site's surface are ceramics, lithics, and bone evidently 
from both an Archaic occupation (1500-500 B.C.) and an Early Late Woodland 
village (A.D. 500-1000). It is said that the gravel operations uncovered 
several burials probably dating to the Late Archaic period. The portion 
of the Terra Vista #2 site not destroyed is used for agricultural purposes. 
Although there are no distinguishable features of either occupation above 
the general land surface, there is a good potential for portions of both 
perhistoric cultures to exist intact below the plow zone. It is impossible 
to estimate how large the original village was due to its being destroyed 
by the gravel operation. However, portions of both occupations remain and 
are worthy of nomination to the National Register of Historic Plaees.


